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Fourier transformmicrowave (FTMW) spectroscopy has been used for many years as one of the most accurate methods
to determine gas-phase structures of molecules and small molecular clusters. In the last years two pioneering works ushered
in a new era applications. First, by exploiting the reduced measurement time and the high sensitivity, the development of
chirped-pulse CP-FTMW spectrometersa enabled the full structural determination of molecules of increasing size as well
as molecular clusters. Second, and more recently, Patterson et al.b showed that rotational spectroscopy can also be used for
enantiomer-specific detection. Here we present an experimental approach that combines both in a single spectrometer. This
set-up is capable to rapidly obtain the full heavy-atom substitution structure using the CP-FTMW features. The inclusion
of an extra set of broadband horns allows for a chirality-sensitive measurement of the sample.c;d The measurement we
implement is a three-wave mixing experiment that uses time-separated pulses to optimally create the chiral coherence – an
approach that was proposed recently.e Using samples of R-, S- and racemic Solketal, the physical properties of the three-
wave mixing experiment were studied. This involved the measurement of the corresponding nutation curves (molecular
signal intensity vs excitation pulse duration) to demonstrate the optimal pulse sequence. The phase stability of the chiral
signal, required to assign the absolute stereochemistry, has been studied as a function of the measurement signal-to-noise
ratio using a “phasogram” method.
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